
AFRICA SPEAKS - Minutes of Continuation Committee Meeting of March 5, 2019 

Everyone was present.  

Time for attendee: 
Tim Welch                04:00.        timothybwelch  
Edward Elliott           05:00.        eaeoasis 
Jules Ouoba             11:00.        jules.ouoba  
Modupe Ehirim         12:00.        m.ehirim  
Liz Patten                 13:00.        elizapa10  
Gathuku Kibunga     14:00.        john.gathuku 

Devotional & Prayer - Our devotional leader brought Deuteronomy 19 v 9-10 to us and underlined that 
God Himself was the first Writer and Publisher, most probably a new thought for most of us. We know 
that God can create just by speaking, however He chose to write the tablets with His own finger, not 
once but twice - after Moses smashed the first ones in his anger at seeing the people worship the 
molten calf. We should be encouraged that God was the First to communicate the written message 
which later took different forms such as papyrus, paper, electronic etc.  

Prayer - After the message, we were led in prayer.  

Africa Speaks in 5 Years - What are possible deliverables?  

(Please see the attached documents which were prepared prior to this meeting). 

Bookselling can grow from small beginnings. We can do more than we dream of in the next 5 - 10 
years. The Africa Leadership Study (mentioned in the attached report) used university students to 
gather information as part of their course work. Networking is key to gathering publishing data. 
Businesses come and go everywhere, but our job is to help publishers flourish who are laboring in very 
difficult circumstances.  

Thoughts were shared about the logistical and cost advantages of a viable POD (Print on Demand) 
operation, especially with regard to eliminating shipping, the possibility of paying in various currencies, 
not needing a warehouse to store stock, etc.  

We then spoke about the very distinct needs among African publishers and wondered whether these 
needs could all be met in one group. The document circulated prior to the meeting classified different 
kinds of publishers - international, denominational, independent. 
  
A key question is how to improve Quality. Other questions include distribution (transportation) issues 
and funding - where does the capital injection come from in order to be able to try bigger projects? Also, 
Vision trips would be really helpful to expand vision and enable broader thinking. Gathuku shared that 
his visit to Tyndale last year had provided this for him to a great degree.  

Another thing is, how can professionals on the African continent find each other? Can a data base be 
raised?  

Africa has the highest youth percentage of all the continents, a situation which will continue for the next 
35 years. Therefore we MUST prepare a young group of publishing professionals. However, the reading 
culture is still very low, so the question is how can we have a nationwide (continent-wide?) initiative that 
can change this, especially when sometimes the grant aiding organisations are not interested in helping 



raise up publishers. Of course, funding must be accompanied by a structured way of training but it is 
essential that we remain committed to the goal if we are to find solutions for Africa. 

Data gathering on existing Christian publishers in Africa  

It was reiterated that we need to somehow involve everyone in Africa Speaks (AS) in the process of 
finding solutions. Someone said it would not be difficult to send a brief questionnaire to all the signers of 
the Accord, asking who they can recommend in their own countries who is already doing a great job in 
publishing, printing, design etc. The answers could then form a basis for a quality data base. Another 
committee member concurred, but wondered if we could find any other organisation(s) that have 
already done a publishing survey. The question was asked, could we (the Continuation Committee) 
start this compilation ourselves or would we need help? We decided that we could at least begin but 
then in the future hand it over to an AS staff member.  

A committee member kindly volunteered to draw up a questionnaire and send it as a draft to the other 
ConCom members before it would be sent out to the Accord signers.  

We spent a period in a wide ranging conversation.  
We wondered if Africa Speaks can offer a service that will attract professionals to the website, but we 
recognised that this may be a step ahead.  
It was pointed out that VISION relies on history and “working through the hard times.” Could we post 
testimonies on the website (perhaps in video format) that would serve to encourage vision? (eg. Dr 
Jules / Gathuku saying how they began in publishing, obstacles encountered and overcome etc). This 
could be done. It’s easy to tell your story and even to make your own video these days, but then the 
more technical part of uploading could be laborious for ConCom members.  
Standards are important - after all, we are representing the Christian publishing industry and excellence 
matters!  
Someone underlined that we can’t expect people to write well if they don’t read well - so somehow we 
have to encourage a reading culture!  
It was mentioned that videos could even be made at LittWorld in Ghana if MAI would approve this at 
their event. 
POD is becoming more practical. Software now exists that places restrictions on the availability of titles, 
placing limitations on how many books can be printed by a local POD before paying the publisher. 

We returned to a concern already raised: how do we help the denominational publishers who are very 
often struggling? Someone expressed that if we could have funds to research this section of the book 
industry, the donor of such funds would do the church a big favour. If AS would want to do this, there 
would perhaps be a need to re-consider becoming an Association.  

Someone wondered how many publishers there might be in Africa that operate at an international level. 
For example, international publishers such as Biblica can bring together their own staff for an 
international training.  

The ConCom talked about financial implications of doing the things we are contemplating. The Africa 
Leadership Study (ALS) had no funding issues, Tyndale even held three or four international 
conferences in Kenya. In contrast, Paul Mouw sat at a desk in Illinois and operated from there as a 
volunteer on a low cost budget for the Africa Study Bible project. The ALS approach was very 
professional but also very expensive, however someone suggested that any of us with patience can 
achieve what Paul Mouw did. Gathuku believed that he could easily gather probably up to 75% of local 
data in Nairobi at low cost by enlisting the help of students to visit bookshops etc. It was however 
recognised that gathering data depends on collaboration and not everyone will reply to our requests or 
submit suitable data.  



After two or three hours of discussions, the ConCom recognised that we were not yet at the point of 
having anything to present to the Tyndale House Foundation (THF) for their April 11th / 12th meeting, 
although some concepts had been outlined. Still needed, was definition as to how these concepts could 
be brought into practice, as well as what AS may request from THF.  

* * * (A short break of 10 / 15 minutes was taken at this point).* * *  

When the meeting resumed, a ConCom member clarified some points about funding. He explained that 
by law THF may only give funds to Not For Profit organisations in the USA. They may not make a grant 
directly to an overseas ministry. They can also act in an operational mode, directly funding projects that 
are in keeping with their mission as a Foundation. 

In order to receive a grant, an overseas Organisation would need a fiscal sponsor in the USA. For 
example, SIM could agree to be a fiscal sponsor. In this case, if AS were based in an African country, a 
grant could be awarded to (eg.) SIM who would then turn it over to (eg.) AS in Africa. Presently and 
technically, there is no legally established entity anywhere that is called Africa Speaks. What kind of an 
Organisation could we form? What legal requirements would there be? A Board / staff members? And 
logistically, where is the best place for it to be based? Kenya (Nairobi) was suggested. We could 
become a legal entity in any African country, committed to our vision.  

What would the entity need on the ground? - An office, paid staff? An address, certainly - and a bank 
account. It would need to be able to write a proposal and afterwards give a good report back to any 
donor concerning funds received. Probably we would need a Statement of Faith and Purpose, a 
Constitution and a General Assembly meeting with (legally recognised) Minutes. We need to know what 
is involved. 

An important question is, how much would the ConCom need to “consult” with the signers of the Accord 
before taking such a step? It’s important that they know what we are thinking, it’s about transparency. It 
would be good to connect with them before the next meeting via the new bi-monthly email system. 
Modupe offered to do this and then we can re-discuss at the next meeting.  

Staff Member (s) 
Two areas of need were quickly identified: those of administration and communications.  
Of course, there is a question about salary. Are these part time rôles? And where would these persons 
be based? If they could be reasonably close geographically then this would be an advantage.  

At what point do we need AS staff? It was recommended that we should already begin the work of 
collecting data regarding publishing in Africa. This could then be passed on to the future (admin.) staff 
person to continue it.  

Administration 
A staff member could take care of the following logistical responsibilities, among others: 
• taking the Minutes  
• following up on action points 
• following up on the messages on the website 
• updating the website 
• collecting the data relating to publishers, editors, printers etc. 

Communications 
There is also the need for someone to fulfil the ambassador rôle. It was underlined how much we need 
this. Someone referred to John Bass who changed everything in American publishing through his 
leadership at CBA (Christian Booksellers Association) in the past. AS needs someone bilingual or tri-



lingual (English, French, Portuguese), a respected person who can get things done. It should also be 
someone who identifies completely with AS, who will “own” it. They should be confident and outgoing 
and able to reach out to publishers at all levels and convey the message that AS is for their good.  

A name or two were suggested of people who would be outstanding in this rôle. Until a person is 
contacted it did not seem appropriate to mention names publicly.   

Online distribution of free PDF of books 
We discussed for a while the phenomena of online book clubs, especially via WhatsApp groups. It 
seems that this is so far mainly in the anglophone areas, not having yet caught on much in the 
francophone countries. 

A member expressed that the discovery of the WhatsApp groups underlines that people really want 
books AND they are ready to read books online. The ConCom imagines that a considerable percentage 
of these titles being circulated are probably illegal PDFs. We decided to follow up with Facebook. 
Modupe will provide a list of the 44 titles that are available via the Whats App group in which she is a 
member.  

 Attendance/Participation in International Book Fairs 
Should someone from AS represent us at the Frankfurt Book Fair in October? We would need to find 
out whether there is much Christian participation these days, to ascertain if there would be a market 
there for AS. We will ask Jim Elwell of Tyndale House about that.  

Updates on Ongoing Business 

Website  
The preference of our consultant, Johnathan Pulos, was for Fitimage Studios but he also had cautioned 
that “technical information does not always lead to competance”, leaving us in something of a “Catch 22 
situation.” Someone expressed concerns about Fitimage, based on the fact that their work was not 
showcased via their website (due to broken links etc.). However, can Ignite handle a data base and a 
forum board? These are key requirements. If they can’t be met, then we should just update / upgrade 
the website we already have.  

We decided between now and our next meeting, to share all the information with Jeremy Taylor who 
may have an insight on the matter. We will ask Fitimage for access to sites they have developed so we 
can see their capabilities as website developers. We could look at Vision Synergy to see if there’s 
something they could do for us that would help us avoid re-inventing the wheel.  

Someone suggested going to a Christian website with a strong forum, such as the Lausanne 
Movement, and asking who developed that website.  He also thought that Jonathan Pulos could be 
asked to interview someone from both website developers who provided quotations.  

Africa Mini LittWorld 
Should we meet in person there? It was generally agreed that it would be great to do so, although Liz 
was hesitant about being able to gain an entry visa since there is no Ghanaian Embassy in 
Mozambique. We approved visa costs and it was tentatively agreed that we would all go there. We will 
communicate to Rose Birenge (MAI Africa chairperson) that we will look forward to being at this event 
and having the opportunity to encourage others.  

MTI (Magazine Training International) Opportunity 
The recent planning meetings in Abidjan went very well with some 40 or so participants. 15th - 21st 
September will be the actual conference dates. We will contact Sharon Mumper about the possibility of 
AS sponsoring a meal at the event. 



Meeting with Rose Birenge (MAI Africa)  
The meeting with Rose did not occur. We will try again prior to our next meeting. 

Communication with signers of the Accord  
Following the recent email sent to AS members by Modupe, quite a few people responded directly to 
her as the email was sent from her private address. She is wondering if this is how it should work? Or 
should the responses be forwarded / a summary be made and shared with ConCom members? In any 
case, people were generally very appreciative of hearing from the ConCom.  

In-person Meeting of Continuation Committee 
It was agreed that this will be at the mini LittWorld in Ghana in November - see note above. 

 Any New Business 
Modupe mentioned that whilst we have been meeting, an email was received from Jeremy Taylor 
underlining the fact that it is exactly one year ago from today, when we arrived in Bannockburn for the 
first AS conference!  

Date of Next Meeting  
Tuesday 07th May, with any urgent matters to be discussed in the meantime by email. Modupe 
volunteered to prepare the Agenda and Liz volunteered to take the Minutes. 

Prayer 
We closed the meeting in prayer. 


